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what people are writing about

BOOKS

Organizational Planning and

 

Control Systems: Theory and
 Technology by James 

C.
 Emery,  

The Macmillan Company, New
 York, 1969, 166 pages, $2.95 (pa
perbound ).

Great strides have been made

 

recently in some of the fields that
 underlie management planning and
 control — organization theory, cy
bernetics, systems theory, decision
 theory, and information technol

ogy. Yet, says this author, we are
 victims of a cultural 

lag;
 these ad 

vances have not yet been suffi



ciently amalgamated to form a uni
fied theory of planning. Somewhat

 ambitiously, he attempts to do just
 that in this book.

Information technology, Dr. Em



ery concludes, has now advanced
 to a point that makes large man

machine planning systems tech
nically and economically feasible.
 The results would include closer

 coordination among organizational
 subunits, more consistent pursuit

 of organizational goals, and less
 waste of resources that now are

 devoted to “cushioning the effects
 of fragmented activities.”

Such a system would require

 

massive data handling, which in

 

turn demands a means of collect
ing, transmitting, storing, retriev

ing, manipulating, and displaying
 large quantities of data with both
 generality and flexibility. It would

 have to be designed in such a way
 as to facilitate close communica

tion between man and machine.
Thanks to advances in informa


tion technology — computer hard

ware and software—such a man
machine planning system centered

 around a common data base is now
 technically feasible, according to

 the author. In this brief book he
 does not attempt to present a de

sign for such a system. Rather, he
 attempts to provide “a construct

 

REVIEW EDITORS

In order to assure comprehensive coverage of magazine

 

articles dealing with management subjects, Management
 Services has arranged with fifteen universities offering the

 Ph.D. degree in accounting to have leading magazines 
in the 

field
 reviewed on a continuing basis by Ph.D. candi 

dates under the guidance 
of

 the educators listed, who  
serve as the review board for this department of Manage

ment Services. Unsigned reviews have been written by
 members 

of
 the magazine’s staff.

Jim 
G.

 Ashburne, The University of Texas, Austin  
Thomas J. Burns, The Ohio State University, Columbus

 Leonard A. Doyle, University of California, Berkeley

Ernest I. Hanson, University of Wisconsin, Madison

 

Dale S. Harwood, Jr., University of Oregon, Eugene
 Walter B. M

eigs
, University of Southern California, Los

Angeles
Herbert E. Miller, Michigan State University, East

 
Lansing

John H. Meyers, Northwestern University, Chicago

 
Carl

 L. Nelson, Columbia University, New York  
George Prater, University of Washington, Seattle

 Lawrence 
R

evsine, University of Illinois, Urbana  
Michael Schiff, New York University, New York

 Willard E. Stone, University of Florida, Gainesville
 

R
ufus Wixon, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
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of planning” that could provide a

 

framework for the implementation
 of formalized man-machine plan

ning systems.
He starts by explaining the or


ganization as a system and the

 role of the information system in
 it. An interesting chapter (but the

 most mathematical in the book)
 discusses the economics of infor
mation and presents a theoretical

 model for measuring its payoff.
 The final chapter attempts to syn

thesize current knowledge in the
 fields related to planning into a

 unified theory of planning.
All this sounds highly theoreti


cal. It is (although Dr. Emery pre

fers the term “conceptual”). It is,
 however, something that must be

 done if “organizational planning”
 (by this term the author means

 planning to attain the goals of an
 organization, not planning of or

ganization structure) is to become
 a real science. As Dr. Emery points
 out, “Nothing is so practical as

 good theory.”
This is undoubtedly not the last

 
word on the subject. But this book,

 logically organized and clearly and
 simply written, represents the di
rection in which the thinking of

 the new breed of management sci
entists is moving—and it is prob

ably a direction in which man
agers and accountants will have to

 move eventually.

Progress in Operations Research,

 

Volume 3: Relationship Between
 Operations Research and the

 Computer edited by Julius S.
 Aronofsky, John Wiley & Sons,

 Inc., New York, 1969, 561 pages,
 $18.75.

This book, a compilation of four



teen articles by operations re
searchers, computer specialists, and
 management information special

ists, is the third anthology spon
sored by the Operations Research

 Society of America. The first vol
ume dealt with OR methods and

 the second with applications. This
 one deals with the role of elec



tronic data processing in the prac



tice of operations research —
 

and  
vice versa.

Operations research and elec



tronic data processing are among
 the fastest-growing components 
of today’s expanding technology. And

 they are closely related. Comput
ers are a valuable tool of opera

tions research; OR can make a
 significant contribution to the de

sign, manufacture, and use of
 computers.

Therefore, the editor of this vol


ume concludes, the operations re

searcher needs to know more about
 computers (and the computer spe
cialist about OR). The objective

 of the book, which is directed pri
marily to OR people, is to broaden

 their horizons on the subject of
 computers.

Among the topics discussed are

 
computer systems for mathemati

cal programing, integer program
ing, and heuristic programing; com

puter languages for simulation and
 for statistical problem solving; and

 the use of computers in the de
sign of OR studies, in implemen

tation of OR applications, and in
 design of management information

 systems.
Most of the chapters are too

 
mathematical for the general busi

ness reader. A few, however, par
ticularly a survey of the applica

tions of simulation by Roger L.
 Sisson; the discussion of manage

ment information systems by James
 C. Emery; and the concluding

 chapter warning against dedication
 to the computer rather than to the
 managers it serves, written by R. L.
 Ackoff and Sir Stafford Beer, would

 be of value to anyone interested
 in management.

Briefly listed

Management Information Sys



tems: An Annotated Bibliogra
phy by R. Ian Thicker, the Gen

eral Educational Trust of The In
stitute of Chartered Accountants in

 England and Wales, London, 1969,
 

127 pages, paperbound, 10 shillings

 

($1.20).

This bibliography, indexed by de



scriptors, lists some 200 books and
 some 700 articles and papers on
 management information systems,

 along with the names of some 100
 journals that publish relevant ma

terial and a directory of other use
ful sources, such as abstracting
 services and other bibliographies.

Decision Tables by M. L. Hughes,

 

R. M. Shank, and E. L. S. Stein,
 Management Development Insti

tute, Inc., 148 East Lancaster Ave
nue, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087,

 1968, 176 pages, $15.95.

Decision tables, say the authors

 

of this book, are the best method
 for analyzing and documenting sys

tems. In this generously illustrated
 volume they tell how to prepare

 and use them.

Forms Design and Control by

 

J
ulius

 B. Kaiser, American Man 
agement Association, Inc., New

 York, 1968, 173 pages, $16.95.

Designed as a guide for “every

 

person who is invested with the
 manufacture, preservation, routing,

 or destruction of business forms,”
 this book contains more than sixty

 sample forms.

Computer Privacy by M. G.

 

Stone, Ambar Publications Ltd.,
 London, 1968, 39 pages, paper

bound, 10 shillings ($1.20).

This little monograph devotes

 

more attention to the dangers to
 privacy and freedom that may

 
arise  

from the increasing use of comput
ers for recording personal infor

mation than to possible solutions
 for the problem.

Systems Concepts and Data Proc



essing Methods: An Introduction
 by Myra Enkelis

,
 American Asso 

ciation of Medical Record Librari
ans, 211 East Chicago Avenue,

 Chicago 60611, 1968, 24 pages,
 paperbound, $3.25.
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This booklet, which takes the hy



pothetical case of a hospital census
 listing and shows how to “evalu

ate and upgrade it by applying
 basic principles of systems analy

sis and data processing,” was de
veloped to help medical record

 librarians prepare for conversion
 to EDP. Others also may find it

 a useful introduction to EDP con
cepts.

MAGAZINES

Computers Versus Mathematics

 

by A. Wayne Corcoran, The Ac
counting Review, April, 1969.

Must the accountant possess a

 

knowledge of both computers and
 mathematics? Does expertise in

 either one of these disciplines ob
viate the need to have expertise in

 the other? These are the questions
 Professor Corcoran explores in this
 stimulating article.

Today’s accountant must know

 

“at least one” of the two disci
plines: computers and mathematics,

 this author says. But this raises the
 further question of what degree

 of knowledge is necessary?
Professor Corcoran dismisses

 
what he calls the “quarterback” in

terpretation of knowledge, i.e., that
 level of knowledge and experience

 which supposedly enables the ac
countant to manage but is insuf

ficient to make him a “doer.” He
 believes that it is not

 
realistic to ex 

pect that supervision based on this
 level of knowledge will produce a

 viable relationship between the
 manager (non-doer) and those

 who are being managed (doers).
 He asks, “What would a quarter

back manager contribute to his po
sition?”

As for the interchangeability of

 
these two disciplines, an apparent

 if not real trade-off is available
 to the accountant. In numerical

 problem solving, computer power
 can be substituted for mathematics.

 Professor Corcoran gives several
 specific examples of the computer

 

versus mathematics phenomenon.

 

Each example is solved first in a
 mathematical or formulative way

 and then in a procedural way made
 possible by the computer’s high
 speed.

One area in mathematics for

 
which the computer is a direct sub

stitute is known 
as

 the calculus of  
finite differences. Problems such as

 those involving factorial notation
 and maximizing or minimizing

 costs are illustrated 
as

 examples  
where the problem solver has the

 option of using either the pencil
paper-formula approach

 
or the pro 

gram-computer approach.
Professor Corcoran observes that

 
the computer programer need not

 know the solution techniques of
 finite calculus, although he must

 have at least a minimum grasp of
 the mathematics in order to model

 the problem in terms of his com
puter language. While “minimum”

 is still undefined, one thing is cer
tain: Considerably less mathematics

 is needed where a computer is the
 solution vehicle. On the other hand,

 he states that we must not con
clude that the computer is any

 more than a partial surrogate for
 mathematics. For example, a mini

mum knowledge of algebra is a
 prerequisite to set up a problem

 for a FORTRAN solution. Thus,
 the author, admitting to a bias in

 favor of applied mathematics, con
cludes that the trade-off available

 to accountants is certainly not a
 complete one. Finally, he says that

 without some familiarity with ma
thematics it is impossible to under

stand the current business litera
ture.

LeRoy J. Pryor

 
University of Southern California

Valuing the Firm’s Durable As



sets for Managerial Information
 by Y. Goldschmidt and S. Smidt,

 The Accounting Review, April,
 1969.

The current market price—based

 

on the criterion that assets should
 be valued commensurately with

 

the objectives of the information

 

system—provides the best data in
puts for managerial decisions. The
 conventional methods of valuation

 —past transactions and present
 value of future earning power—
 provide other kinds of information,

 namely, ex-post reporting by origi
nal costs and ex-ante analysis by

 internal opportunity costs. This ar
ticle deals with the “why” and the
 “how” of the current market price

 basis of valuing productive assets
 —their external opportunity costs—

 for internal purposes.

For managerial decisions, the

 

conventional valuation procedures
 for durable assets have some se

vere shortcomings. Under the ac
counting method, the reported
 value does not necessarily reflect

 asset condition or serviceability;
 the acquisition cost is distorted by

 price level changes; and asset value
 may not represent normal market

 price. The economic method is a
 subjective procedure because value

 is based on the generation of ex
pected cash flow during the asset’s

 productive life. In other words,
 both future cash flows and the dis

count rate are estimates. More
over, cash flow must be attributed

 to the interdependence and aggre
gation of the total assets rather

 than to a single asset.
Since managerial decisions are

 
concerned with opportunities, the

 current market price is a relevant
 basis for valuation. In the tradi

tional sense of accounting, objec
tivity is violated. However, in the

 context of internal accounting, cur
rent prices furnish external oppor

tunity information as inputs for
 decisions. In comparison with the

 present value method, the current
 market price method is more ob

jective since it is based on current
 existing price data and simpler be

cause it is less dependent on fu
ture conditions.

Complications

The current market price method

 

is not without complications, how
ever. That is, there may be a sig
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nificant difference between the

 

current acquisition cost and the
 liquidation value; a direct market
 valuation may be unavailable or
 irrelevant because of technologi

cal changes. Finally, existing as
sets often do not provide the same

 service as an equivalent new asset.

Operating periods

For analytical purposes, the con



tinuous operations of a firm are
 divided into identifiable periods.

 During each period the firm trades
 commodities on the external mar

ket and uses assets internally. If
 an accurate market price for the

 internally used assets can be de
termined, an objective valuation

 results, providing a cost basis for
 the measurement

 
of income earned.  

Management could “purchase” these
 assets for the current period from

 the prior period or on the mar
ket, but it is normally more eco

nomical to “purchase” assets from
 the prior period than on the mar

ket. Regardless of the decision, the
 objective of management remains

 the same: to maximize income in
 the current and future periods.

In the valuation of assets, liq


uidity is an important character

istic since the more liquid an
 asset, the more readily a value

 can be determined. 
A

 measure  
of liquidity is the ratio of the

 liquidation value (sales price)
 to the acquisition cost (replace

ment cost). When these two are
 identical, a single figure exists for
 an asset’s value. When they di
verge, two values for an asset exist.

Liquidity

Liquidity is also measured in

 

terms of the planning horizon. If
 the planning horizon of the asset
 is shorter than that of the produc

tion process, then the asset is like
ly to be considered liquid. Con
sequently, the identical asset will

 have different liquidities for dif
ferent firms. Ultimately, the value

 used depends on the purpose and
 plan of the firm. Part of the deci

sion-making process lies in judg


ing which basis is more relevant.

 

In some cases, the acquisition cost
 is more important; in others the
 liquidation value will be the domi

nant consideration.

Durable assets

Although the value of nondur



able assets is included in the com
putation of costs and revenue, the

 focus of attention here is on the
 valuation of durable assets. The

 related costs (mainly depreciation
 and interest) depend upon this

 valuation, which, in turn, is the
 basis for determining periodic in
come. Segmented periodic income

 is required for two reasons. First,
 in reference to product mix and

 scale of production, costs related to
 liquid assets are relevant, whereas

 those related to nonliquid assets
 are not. This happens because the
 planning horizon is 

so
 short that  

costs related to nonliquid assets
 exist regardless of the production

 alternatives and, thus, are non-
 avoidable. Second, unusually good
 or unusually poor operating results

 are important considerations for
 decisions concerning performance,
 operation expansion, and pricing
 policy. Because of the composition

 of data inputs, the costs related to
 liquid and nonliquid assets must

 be included in the calculation of
 income. And income measurement

 based on current market prices
 will provide meaningful informa

tion for managerial decisions.

Practical problems
From a practical point of view,

 

a method of valuing assets by cur
rent market price is difficult to

 implement. Tax considerations arc
 so important that both the acqui

sition cost and the liquidation
 value should be adjusted for the

 tax effect. The after tax basis may
 differ from the current market
 price. However, this after tax value

 is the relevant figure for mana
gerial decision making purposes.

Durable liquid assets, such as

 
common stock, can be easily trad

ed on the market. The value of
 

these assets is their market price

 

at the point of time under consid
eration, that is, their net liquida

tion value. Liquidation value, then,
 is the principal and practical fig
ure for reporting durable liquid

 assets. The difference between the
 beginning and ending market val

ues should be recorded as depre
ciation (appreciation). Thus, this

 procedure measures and records
 any change in value occurring dur

ing the period.

Nonliquid assets

Durable nonliquid assets pre



sent a different problem from that
 presented by durable liquid assets.
 Once nonliquid assets are acquired,

 their basis is a nonavoidable his
torical cost. Historical costs furnish

 useful information for comparing
 actual acquisition costs to present
 estimated ones. In terms of valua

tion, comparative acquisition costs
 provide information for decisions.

 The important measure here is the
 comparative values of potential

 service.

Potential service

A

 systematic process that in 
cludes technical and economic fac

tors should determine an existing
 asset’s potential service compared
 to a new asset. This determination

 of potential service represents an
 appraisal value that incorporates
 such factors as maintenance, ser

viceability, obsolescence, and price
 level change.

In a temporal framework, vari


ous activities will “compete” for

 a multipurpose existing asset. As
suming that an old asset provides
 a service similar to that provided

 by a new asset, the appraised value
 will approach the current market

 price. The implication is that the
 existing asset and the new asset

 will be equal in value.

Innovations
Innovations will have an effect

 

on value. Minor innovations cause
 a decline in value because other
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more efficient assets become avail



able. Major innovations may even
 cause a complete change in the

 production process, leading possi
bly to the disposal of the old asset.

 The degree of obsolescence may
 be 

so
 great that appraisal value  

approaches scrap value. Even with
 a new asset, appraisal value should

 be reported because it reflects rele
vant facts for decisions.

There is a complication in esti


mating market price by appraisal

 of future service potential. As in
 the economic method, future cash
 flows and discounted rates must

 be estimated. However, boundaries
 are set on the appraised value—the
 acquisition cost and the liquidation
 value. Also, valuation is based on
 incremental cash flows for an in

dividual existing asset compared
 to its replacement, whereas the

 economic method utilizes an in
cremental cash flow of an entire

 set of assets.
In summary, all three methods

 
should be used in decision mak

ing: past transactions for external
 ex-post reporting, present value of
 future earnings power for ex-ante

 decisions, and current market price
 for internal ex-post reporting. Past
 transactions and current market

 price methods provide inputs into
 the system, whereas present value

 of future earning power provides
 output data of the system.

Paul Locatelli
University of Southern California

Plans and Planning by Patrick J.

 

Reddin and James C. Cohrs, Man
agement Controls, February, 1969.

The planning process is common

 

to and essential to all activity.
 There are some basic principles

 which can be used to improve the
 quality of the planning and the
 soundness of the resulting plans.

 These basic principles are reviewed
 in this article.

The authors start by reviewing

 

the management function, which
 can be portrayed as the following

 

sequence of steps: Establish objec



tives, plan, organize, execute, eval
uate, and replan. They approach

 the planning function by discussing
 inputs and outputs. The informa
tion fed into the planning process

 can be divided into two types of in
formation: the objectives of the
 firm and the data base. The objec

tives include the desired growth,
 profit, and return on investment.

 The data base would include mar
ket data, sales statistics, production

 data, cost data, and historical per
formance. The planning outputs

 that result include a sales plan, a
 production plan, and a financial
 plan. The financial planning proc

ess is also discussed within an
 input-output framework.

The authors proceed to discuss

 
planning for the planning function

 by answering the what, when, who,
 and how of planning.

This article, which provides a

 
concise review of the planning

 process, would be useful as a re
minder of the items to consider in

 initiating a formal plan.
William J. Morris

 
Michigan State University

Quasi-Debt Analysis of Financial

 

Leases by Thomas 
H.

 Beechy, The  
Accounting Review, April, 1969.

Professor Beechy proposes an

 

alternative to the traditional means
 of evaluating financial leases. The

 proposed method calculates an ef
fective interest rate, which is more

 helpful to decision makers than
 the traditional way of comparing

 a ‘‘discounted” cost with debt.

As outlined by Mr. Beechy, the

 

traditional method of financial
 analysis of financial leases (those

 whose rentals provide for payment
 of substantially the entire cost of
 the asset during its lease term)

 generally involves calculating the
 cash flow (after taxes) of the lease
 and of the alternative loan and

 then discounting the cash flows at
 the cut-off or the cost of capital.

 The excess of the present value of
 

the lease over the present value 

of 

the loan is then considered to be
 the added cost of the lease.

Method improper
Mr. Beechy contends that this

 

method is incorrect, for it uses a
 technique of investment analysis

 to evaluate financing alternatives.
 That is, the cost of capital is de

termined by using the cost of debt
 as one of its components. It is

 therefore improper to turn around
 and use the cost of capital to eval

uate the cost of debt. The cost of
 capital is the result of decisions

 on financing (among other factors)
 and is not the cause of financing

 decisions. The cost of a loan is its
 effective interest rate, not its dis

counted value.

Equally inappropriate

Since leasing is a form of debt

 

financing and since debt cannot be
 evaluated by discounting the cash
 flow at the cost of capital, then it
 is equally inappropriate to evalu

ate leases by discounting the cash
 flow.

By the use of two illustrations

 
(one of which is extremely sim

ple), Professor Beechy shows that
 the effective interest rate is easily

 calculated by discounting the net
 cash flow of the lease payments

 until the discounted value of these
 flows is equal to the base cost 

of the asset. The discount rate that
 gives this result is thus the effec
tive interest rate of the lease.

Preferable method
According to the author, this

 

method of analysis is more mean
ingful “than attempting to evalu
ate the lease as though it were

 partly an investment, for the lease
 is a financing tool and not an in

vestment. . . . Investment decisions
 must be made independent of fi

nancing decisions, and likewise fi
nancing decisions must be reached

 independent of the investments
 which they are financing. This

 method accomplishes this separa-
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tion. . . . Thus the final result, an

 

effective interest rate, can be eval
uated on the same basis as any

 other debt financing instrument.”
 Glen 

O.
 Palmer, CPA

University of Southern California

The Armed Services Procure



ment Act of 1947 Should Be Re
formed by Robert B. Hall, Na
tional Contract Management Jour

nal, Spring, 1969.

The Armed Services Procurement

 

Act of 
1947

 has had, and will con 
tinue to have, an important bearing

 on the lives of all Americans. Criti
cism of “waste in Pentagon spend

ing" usually originates with reports
 released by the General Accounting

 Office (GAO), which has as one
 of its functions the auditing of ac
tivities under the act, and the au
thor of this article is himself a part

 of GAO 
as

 assistant for planning  
on the procurement staff of the

 defense division. His article won
 the first prize in the annual contest

 conducted by the National Con
tract Management Association.

The act applies directly to the

 

Department of Defense (DOD),
 the National Aeronautics and Space

 Administration (NASA), and the
 Coast Guard. However, regulations

 of other government agencies and
 other government procurement sta
tutes are patterned after this law,
 and the impact reaches further,

 through the tiers of subcontracting,
 so that, in effect, tens of thousands

 of companies in nearly every in
dustry are directly or indirectly af
fected. A major assumption of the
 law is that there is one best way

 to buy anything—by formal adver
tising, that is, by formal closed bid

 based on specifications regarding
 hardware configuration, material,

 performance, delivery, method of
 payment, etc.

Mr. Hall begins his discussion

 
with a brief history of procurement

 law from its beginnings in the early
 1800s. He points out that up to

 World War II Congress was mainly
 

concerned with the prevention 

of 

favoritism. Procedures were pre
scribed that required formal adver

tising as the one acceptable method
 of procurement. Exceptions were

 permitted, at first, only in case of
 “public exigency.” But over the

 years 
as

 government procurement  
became more complex more excep

tions were allowed, and by the
 

time  
of World War II formal advertising

 was the least used method.

Shift to negotiation
The shift in emphasis to procure



ment by negotiation was inevitable.
 The old arsenal system through

 which weaponry was researched,
 developed, and often produced in

 house did not have the capability
 to produce a B-29 or an aircraft

 carrier. Certainly in these days of
 complex weapons systems only pri

vate industry possesses the techni
cal capability to research, develop,

 and produce a B-52, an atomic
 submarine, or a trip to the moon.

 “Today, in order to prepare the
 adequate, complete, and realistic

 specifications necessary for formal
 advertising, the Government would

 have to duplicate industry’s engi
neering competence.” The author

 details several other limitations of
 this type of procurement. Then he
 points out some of the economies

 obtained by using negotiated and
 single-source procurement. “Nego

tiation does not. . . imply a reduc
tion in competition or the number
 of companies invited to bid.”

Ideas presented
Mr. Hall says, “

A

 way must be  
found to bridge the gap between

 this reality and the Armed Services
 Procurement Act, which statutorily
 provides for one method—the least

 applicable one—while others are
 buried in the ‘exception’ process.”

 He presents some ideas which he
 hopes will generate discussion and

 eventually a more realistic law.
One recommendation is to set up

 
written criteria under which each

 of formal advertising, competitive
 negotiation, and sole-source pro



curement methods would be used.

 

Included in the article are suggest
ed lists of possible criteria. It is

 to be anticipated that this kind of
 straightforward wording would ob

viate the need for the present sev
enteen exceptions in the law.

How to do it
Mr. Hall concludes, “It seems

 

clear that the act discriminates
 against, and has helped to create
 widespread congressional and pub

lic misapprehension over, perfectly
 normal and effective procurement
 methods.” Then he lists eleven ex

amples of the “many things” which
 would have to happen to bring
 about a change in the law. One of

 them is “resolving the basic policy
 issue of whether the Government

 is going to let the Tear of favorit
ism’, etc. be the overriding factor

 in dictating procurement proced
ures or let the needs of the procure

ments themselves dictate the pro
cedures.” Another is “establishing
 separate policies and regulations

 applicable to substantially different
 procurement arenas: small pur

chases; low-technology, standard
 items; and high-technology, non

standard items.” Lastly, he suggests
 that a separate set of regulations be

 formulated for each procurement
 arena.

The Comptroller General, head

 
of the GAO, was quoted in testi

mony before a Senate subcommit
tee as saying, “Each of these meth

ods (formal advertising, competi
tive negotiation, and single-source

 negotiation), when used in appro
priate situations, is an acceptable

 method of procurement.” People in
 the field of government contracting

 would certainly agree and welcome
 GAO help in supporting changes.

One of Mr. Hall’s suggestions

 
that should be considered carefully

 is the one recommending a sepa
rate set of regulations for the three

 major procurement arenas. The
 

mil 
itary services have been gradually

 eliminating their implementing in
structions in favor of including

 them in and expanding the Armed
 Services Procurement Regulations
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(ASPR). Thus, this suggestion

 

would have the effect of breaking
 down again what has just taken

 a great deal of effort to consolidate.
 Granted that the breakdown would

 involve a different
 

method and have  
a different goal, it still might gener

ate the old problem of different
 sets of rules to be complied with

 by the same sellers. Realignment of
 some government procurement or

ganizations might be necessitated
 if each of the procurement arenas

 were considered a separate activity
 —although this is probably not a

 serious problem. A possible com
promise might be a revision of

 ASPR to effect the same goal. In
 any case, anyone with even a re

mote interest in government pro
curement will find the time it takes
 to read Mr. Hall’s article well
 spent.

Edwin 

B

artenstein  
University of Southern California

Input-Output Analysis for Cost

 

Accounting, Planning and Con
trol by John Leslie Livingstone,

 The Accounting Review, January,
 1969.

Professor Livingstone builds

 

upon the work of Williams and
 Griffin, among others, in demon

strating the uses of matrix algebra
 for interdepartmental cost alloca
tions and other extensions of input
output analysis. To appreciate the

 article, the reader should have
 some familiarity with matrix alge

bra manipulations. Because matrix
 calculations are inherently labor

ious, practical application of the
 techniques presented will require

 the use of a computer.

The article begins with a restate



ment of the example of interde
partmental cost allocation used

 previously by Williams and Griffin
 (Accounting Review, July, 1964).
 After the restatement, the author
 demonstrates the power of input
output analysis by reaching a solu

tion in one matrix multiplication
 rather than the three matrix opera



tions used by Williams and Griffin.

 

The problem involved five service
 departments and three operating
 departments. The service depart
ments had cost allocations between
 them with all the service depart
ment costs finally allocated to the
 operating departments.

Assumptions

Professor Livingstone describes

 

the basic input-output model as
 capable of analyzing transactions

 among economic activities whether
 the activities are industries, firms,

 departments, or cost centers. He
 strongly cautions that the analysis
 requires the strict assumptions of
 only one primary input (usually
 labor) and only one output for

 each activity. This balanced re
lationship (n activities and n out
put commodities) facilitates the ap
plication of matrix techniques. It is

 further assumed that “Production
 takes place through processes with

 fixed technological yields of con
stant proportionality. There is only

 one process used with no substitu
tion in each activity.” The author

 adds that the latter statement is not
 meant to imply that alternative

 processes do not exist but rather
 that an optimal process with a

 given set of prices has been se
lected.

The basis for the input-output

 
model is a matrix of transactions,

 which may be in monetary or non
monetary terms, with a row and a

 column for each activity. The rows
 represent inputs and the columns
 represent outputs for each activity.

Matrix construction
Professor Livingstone constructs

 

an input coefficient matrix from the
 primary input costs and the fixed

 technological coefficients which
 were assumed. Then a technology

 matrix is determined by subtract
ing the input coefficient matrix

 from an identity matrix. The 
final demand for each commodity is

 found by multiplying the technol
ogy matrix by the total output

 vector. If the final demand is given,
 

the total output vector can be cal



culated by multiplying the inverse
 of the technology matrix by the

 final demand vector.

Applications
After developing the basic input



output model, the author describes
 some applications. In discussing

 applications to planning, the au
thor notes that the standard trans

action matrix is the transposition
 of the transaction matrix used pre

viously; that is, the outputs become
 rows and the inputs become col

umns. With a given demand vec
tor, the primary input resource re

quirements can be calculated. This
 procedure is analogous to the usual

 process of forecasting sales and de
termining the resources needed to

 meet the sales objectives. Profes
sor Livingstone states that the in
put-output analysis provides in
ternal consistency in the determina

tions that is not present in the
 normal budgeting procedures.

Professor Livingstone shows that

 
setting up the transaction matrix

 in terms of physical quantities and
 unit costs will permit price and
 quantity changes to be analyzed in

 a fashion similar to standard cost
 variance analysis.

Example

The author demonstrates a use



ful application of input-output
 analysis by showing the effect on

 an interactive system when a con
stant changes. The vehicle he uses

 is a wage rate increase in one pro
cess of a multiprocess system. He

 shows that an incremental cost re
sults in a larger cost (which he

 terms opportunity cost) through
 the multiplier effect present in an
 interactive system. A significant ad

vantage in applying input-output
 analysis to such a system is that

 “it takes into account the effects on
 every other activity resulting from

 the single change ..
The author indicates that the

 
transaction matrix can be expand

ed to include inventories and a
 breakdown of the various costs
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which constitute the primary input

 

factors, thus increasing the capa
bilities of the model.

The input-output analysis de


scribed by Professor Livingstone

 appears to have significant applica
tions in the areas mentioned. It
 also has potential for interfirm and

 interindustry analysis. It would be
 interesting to see a report on some

 testing of this powerful analytical
 tool in order to appreciate its full
 capabilities.

Hugh R. Dawson, CPA

 
University of Southern California

The Compatibility of Auditing

 

Independence and Management
 Services—An Identification of

 Issues by D. R. Carmichael and
 R. J. Swieringa, The Accounting

 Review, October, 1968.

The authors consider the effect

 

on an auditors independence when
 he provides both audit and man
agement services for the same cli

ent. The issue is discussed against
 the background of the existence of

 different phases of independence
 and differing types of research

 methods. Much of the difference
 in opinion is held to be attributable

 to differences in basic approach re
lating to research methodology.

This article is a review and iden



tification of issues relating to an
 auditor’s independence when the

 auditor also provides management
 services for his client. The authors

 believe that earlier articles have
 not developed all the phases of

 independence, and their purpose is
 to do so in this article by consid

ering phases of independence, arg
uments relating to these phases,

 and the relationship of types of
 evidence to the phases and argu

ments. The authors believe that
 differences of evidential approach

 provide the basis for most of the
 disagreement and arguments.

The phases of independence are

 
considered first. Professional inde

pendence is that approach and at
titude that make the auditor self-

 

reliant and free from control or

 

influence of management in mak
ing decisions based on universal

 standards, specificity of profes
sional expertise, and authority

 based upon expertise. Audit inde
pendence is freedom from any self

interest that might warp the au
ditor’s judgment—either intention

ally or unintentionally. Perceived
 independence is the appearance of
 independence to the reasonable

 and knowledgeable individual and
 to the general public as a whole.

Research methods

Three types of research methods

 

are considered. Survey research is
 used to discover such things as
 relative incidence and interrela
tions of variables; experimental re
search attempts to determine causal

 relations among variables; and a
 priori research consists of serious

 and systematic thinking about
 problems which does not involve

 empirical methods.
Much of the difference in argu


ments as to the independence of

 an auditor who provides manage
ment services for his client is at

tributable to differences in basic
 approach relating to research meth

odology. Advocates of “incompati
bility” have been satisfied to dem

onstrate that combining consulting
 and auditing has the potential for
 damaging the auditor’s independ

ence or at least damaging per
ceived independence: the advo

cates of “compatibility” have de
manded absolute proof that inde

pendence has been lost. The other
 major premise on which the two
 groups differ is the relationship
 between independence and pro

fessionalism. Advocates of “incom
patibility” have focused mainly on

 an absolute sense of independence;
 advocates of “compatibility,” rec
ognizing that independence is but

 one aspect of professionalism and
 that there are degrees of independ

ence, have decided that the auditor
 can achieve the necessary degree

 of independence and act in the
 dual role of auditor and consultant.

A priori analysis indicates that

 

performance of management ser



vices is entirely compatible with
 professional independence. While

 there seems to be no basic incom
patibility between consulting and

 objective audit independence, the
 consulting relationship is poten

tially dangerous for maintenance
 of subjective audit independence.

 The extent of the danger can prob
ably be determined by experi

mental research. Previous surveys
 have indicated that a significant

 number of observers believe per
ceived independence is impaired

 by performance of consulting and
 auditing for the same client. This

 aspect can be developed by addi
tional surveys.

When additional research has

 
been done to develop data in the

 needed areas, the compatibility is
sue will rest upon differences in

 approach of the research methods
 —namely, is the issue to be deter

mined by potential risk, by risk as
 realized in loss, or by perceived

 loss in the eyes of the public?
Peter Paul Lockett

 
University of Southern California

The Merger Movement Rides

 

High by Gilbert 
B

urck, Fortune,  
February, 1969.

The rising tide of mergers and

 

acquisitions is beginning to stir
 doubt and dismay, and no com

pany seems really immune. The
 author, a financial writer, analyzes
 the growth of the conglomerate
 phenomenon and concludes that

 no formidable obstacles seem to
 confront the conglomerate move

ment now.

A great deal has been written

 

in the financial press lately con
cerning the great conglomerate

 movement. Mr. Burck’s article
 summarizes the more important

 positions that have been taken.
According to estimates by W. T.

 
Grimm & Co. of Chicago, mergers

 of all kinds (financial, industrial,
 insurance, retail, etc.) totaled 4,462

 during 1968 and will probably
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total 5,400 in 1969. According to

 

another financial expert, Nicholas
 Salgo, by about 1980 there will be

 only 200 major industrial compa
nies in the United States, all con

glomerates.

Numbers game
Mr. Burck uses these statistics to

 

launch his article. He contends that
 the process of putting conglomer

ates together tends to expand stock
 prices long before it expands the

 economic values on which stock
 prices ultimately

 
depend, thus mak 

ing the conglomerate-building proc
ess more of a numbers game than

 anything else. One important fac
tor that makes conglomeration a

 numbers game is that in many ac
quisitions stock market prices in
crease. This can give the appear

ance of growth where none exists
 and often produces a chain letter

 effect whose terminal stages may
 be painful.

In most mergers the acquiring

 
company has a higher price-earn

ings ratio than the acquired com
pany, with the net effect that

 the earnings per share of the
 merged company in its first year

 of existence are inevitably higher
 than those of the acquiring com
pany in the previous year. As long

 as the merged company, even if
 not growing, can keep on buying

 other companies with lower price
earnings ratios, even if they are not

 growing, its earnings per share will
 continue to rise. But the day in
evitably will come when such a

 conglomerate will run out of ac
quisitions. Then, if there has been

 no internal growth in earnings,
 earnings per share will fall steeply.

 When that happens, the market
 price of the company’s stock will

 probably fall even more 
as

 the  
growth expectations collapse, and

 the stockholders in the end will be
 left holding the bag.

Pooling of interest

The most popular method of

 

accounting for acquisitions is the
 pooling-of-interest method, which

 

tends to boost earnings per share.

 

In 1965 only 30 per cent of all mer
gers were accounted for as pool
ings, but the percentage jumped

 to more than 60 per cent in 1968.

How it helps

An example of how pooling-of-

 

interest accounting helped one
 company is the Gulf and Western
 acquisition program of 1967. Dur-

 this year Gulf and Western issued
 securities with a market value of

 $185 million in exchange for sev
eral companies, including Para
mount Pictures. Pooling-of-interest

 accounting enabled
 

Gulf and West 
ern to record these acquisitions at

 their previous book value, which
 was less than $100 million. In ef

fect, this gave Gulf and Western
 a submerged income pool, i.e., in
 determining profits Gulf and West
ern did not use the actual price

 paid for Paramount and other
 properties, which means it was

 able to generate revenue without
 having full corresponding costs re

flected in the income statement.
The author points out that even

 
if many conglomerates fail to in

crease earnings on assets, they may
 still be able to increase earnings

 on equity by leveraging their capi
tal-shunning new stock issues, re

acquiring their own stock, assum
ing more debt, and otherwise

 reducing the proportion of equity
 in their capitalization.

Disturbing phenomenon

This article is an excellent syn



opsis of a disturbing and amazing
 financial phenomenon, the current
 conglomerate movement. The au

thor’s examples are interesting to
 follow, and he leaves no doubt that

 under existing laws nothing can
 stop the present merger movement.

However, since this article was

 
written, both the legislative and

 executive branches of the federal
 government have shown intense

 concern with conglomerates. On
 the legislative front, Wilbur Mills,

 Chairman of the House Ways and
 Means Committee, has introduced

 

a bill that would eliminate some

 

parts of the IRS Code that provide
 for tax-free exchanges in mergers.

 From the executive branch, Rich
ard W. McLaren, the new head of

 the Justice Department’s Antitrust
 Division, has made it clear that

 the Justice Department is ready
 to employ existing laws to block

 mergers between large corpora
tions in unrelated industries.

Thus, what will happen to the

 
merger movement in the future ap

pears to be very speculative at this
 point in time.

Thomas Edward Lynch

 
University of Southern California

Current Cost for Long-Lived As



sets: A Critical View by Howard
 J. Snavely, The Accounting Re

view, April 1969.

Mr. Snavely presents arguments

 

against the use of current cost data
 for long-lived assets in financial

 statements. Rather than pursuing
 the commonly used objections

 based on lack of objectivity, he at
tacks the use of current cost on

 the basis that it lacks relevancy,
 reliability, and understandability.

This analysis is based on the as



sumption that the current cost sys
tem for long-lived assets can be

 supported only because it is need
ed to reflect changes in prices/
 costs of specific assets apart from

 the changes in the general pur
chasing power. Changes in general

 purchasing power of the dollar
 can be reflected without departure
 from the use of historical cost. The

 following definitions are necessary
 to avoid communication problems:

Current cost of a long-lived as



set = The least expensive cost of
 obtaining an equally productive

 asset at a given date.
Market value of an asset = The

 
dollar amount that could be re

ceived for an asset sold as a sep
arate item on a given date.

Real value to the owner = The

 

amount for which the future net
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cash receipts attributed to the asset

 

could be sold at a given date if the
 future were known.

Value of a firm = The real value

 
of all assets, net of liabilities.

Real net income (or loss) = The

 
increase in the value of the firm

 from period to period exclusive of
 addition or withdrawal of invest

ment by the owners.
Accounting net income (or loss)

 
= That amount reported as net

 income on the income statement.

All of the definitions assume an

 

orderly market in which the num
ber of similar assets actually or

dered or sold at the given date
 would not be so large as to in
crease materially the cost or sales

 price.
For financial information to be

 
relevant it must be useful. To be

 reliable, the information contained
 in the financial statement must be

 a reasonable representation of what
 it purports to be. To be under

standable, the financial statement
 must be presented in a manner

 consistent with the concepts em
ployed by the statement users in

 making decisions about the firm.
The most relevant cost system to

 
use is the one that will best enable

 the user to estimate the real value
 of the firm. Neither historical cost

 nor current replacement cost is
 relevant since neither system per

mits an accurate look into the fu
ture. The appropriate question to

 pursue is: Which system will pro
vide the statement user with the

 better means of estimating the
 firm’s future value?

Holding gains or losses

Reported net income should in



dicate to the user that the firm has
 had an increase in real value, and,

 by the same token, a loss signifies
 a decrease in the real value of the
 

firm
. Under the system for using  

current cost recommended by the
 American Accounting Association
 Committee on Basic Accounting

 Theory, holding gains and losses
 are to be reported on the income

 statement when the current cost of
 

an asset is more or less than at the

 

beginning of the period; however,
 a real holding gain or loss will

 result only if the real value of
 the asset has changed. 

A
 pertinent  

question to ask is: Does a change
 in the current cost indicate that

 the real value of the asset has
 changed? Furthermore, if the cur

rent cost does reflect a change in
 real value, does the current cost

 accurately measure the change?
 The answer to both of these ques

tions is “No.”
An increase in the current re


placement cost of an asset does not

 mean that the real value has in
creased. The replacement cost at

 a given date can be changed by
 such factors as threat of war, strike,

 freight rates, substitute products,
 etc., only part of which may change

 the future cash receipts or dis
bursements of the firm. Further

more, if current costs do indicate
 a change in real value, the amount

 of change or the direction of the
 change may not be determinable.

Holding gains as generally pre


sented represent an additional

 amount over an asset’s depreci
ated historical cost that would have

 been paid if the asset had been
 purchased in the current period.

 This holding gain is a type of op
portunity saving or the additional

 expense that would have been the
 result of a current purchase. Un

limited opportunity gains or losses
 exist in most business situations.
 What would the savings have been
 if the company had had a different
 line of products, hired different 

executives, or taken any one of the
 numerous alternatives available?

 The real holding gains and losses
 that exist are not limited to those
 that result from a change in the

 current cost of the productive as
sets; therefore, even when a cur
rent cost system is used, the real

 holding gain or loss is not fully
 recognized.

Relevance of current cost

Current cost reflects the cost that

 

will be paid to replace an asset
 under current supply and demand

 

conditions at the present point in

 

time. Current cost does not reflect
 historical cost, nor does it repre

sent the replacement cost that will
 be required by the firm in the
 future. Also, current cost does not
 fully reflect all factors that deter

mine the asset’s current economic
 significance, which is the real value

 of the asset.

Understandability

Financial statements that cannot

 

be compared on an interperiod and
 interfirm basis are not understand

able. Interperiod comparison of
 balance sheets that show an in

crease or decrease in the dollar
 amount of assets will convey the

 impression that the firm has had
 an increase or decrease in assets.

 If the statement shows an increase
 in the dollar figures for the firm’s
 assets, the implication is that the

 firm is “better off.” Financial state
ments that show changes in asset

 balances due to an increase or de
crease in the current cost while

 the number of assets remains un
changed may be lacking in real

ism. Furthermore, recognition of
 the holding gains and losses will

 affect the rate of return trends
 since both net income and owner’s

 equity will have been altered.
In interfirm comparisons, the use

 
of current costs will bring assets

 of the same kind into comparable
 dollar terms regardless of the date

 of purchase. However, the im
provement in balance sheet com

parability is somewhat offset by
 the effect on the income statement.

Example

Take for example two firms, A

 

and B, both of which own the
 same type of asset and are using

 a current cost system. If both pur
chase the asset in the same ac

counting period, Firm A after a
 cost increase and Firm B before

 the increase, Firm B must recog
nize a holding gain in order to

 reflect better performance than A.
 In this case, Firm B did perform
 better than 

A
 so far as asset acqui 
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sition is concerned. If the same

 

situation occurred but Firm B had
 purchased the asset in a prior pe
riod, recognition of the holding

 gain for Firm B will still imply that
 Firm B had better performance

 than Firm 
A

 during the current  
period. The superior performance

 by Firm B would more reasonably
 be attributed to the period of the

 purchase—not the current period.
In a managerial sense, the cur


rent period performance of the two

 firms is identical; the difference is
 completely attributable to an out

side occurrence—that of a price
 change. The recognition of the

 holding gain will tend to misrep
resent the relative performance of

 Firms A and B except in the lim
ited case where they both pur
chase their assets in the same pe
riod but at different cost levels.

 Thus, it is possible to conclude
 that the use of current cost data

 improves the interfirm comparabil
ity of the balance sheet but not the
 income statement, with an overall

 loss in comparability because of
 the greater significance of the in

come statement.

A good case
Mr. Snavely has made a good

 

case against the use of current
 cost for long-lived assets. His pres
entation against current cost might

 have been strengthened by stress
ing more strongly that the only

 useful current cost is the amount
 that management is willing to pay

 at the current time. This amount
 may be affected by technological

 innovations, market conditions for
 the firm’s product, or input costs

 for services necessary to use the
 asset. Since many factors can affect

 the future output value of a pro
ductive asset to a particular 

firm, there is no real evidence that cur
rent replacement cost less depre

ciation is a better value than his
torical cost less depreciation. An

 increase in replacement cost is not
 necessarily valid evidence of an in
crease in service potential.

Wilford 

G.

 Cannon
University of Southern California

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

SERVICE BUREAU MANAGER —

 

$20/25,000 stock option and profit shar
ing 360/50/40 in house. Send resume in

 confidence to Don Kaye, President Ex
ecutive Search Div. Columbia Agency,

 342 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. 10017.

SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS — $14/

 

20,000 Generalist and EDP Specialist.
 Send resume in confidence to Don Kaye,

 President Executive Search 
Div.

 Colum 
bia Agency, 342 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

 10017.

MANAGER INFORMATION SYS



TEMS — $30,000 + V. P. Level —
 Retail or Chain Store Experience. Send

 resume in confidence to Don Kaye, Pres
ident Executive Search Div. Columbia

 Agency, 342 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. 10017.

RATES: Help Wanted, Professional Oppor



tunities and Miscellany 50 cents a word,
 Situations Wanted 30 cents a word. Box

 number, when used, is two words. Classi
fied advertisements are payable in advance.
 Closing date, 5th of month preceding date of

 issue.
 

Address for replies: Box number, Man 
agement

 
Services, 666 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10019.

MANAGEMENT SERVICES DIRECTOR
For A Dynamic Growth Company

This highly diversified growth Company is seeking a

 

Director of Management Services ... 
a

 high level  
creative position.

Your Responsibilities:
  Design and implement financial information

 

systems
  Install complete inventory control systems
  Working knowledge of data processing
\/ Communicate with top management

Salary commensurate with ability
Interviews now being arranged

Send resume to:

 J.

 D. OBRECHT

SAFEGUARD INDUSTRIES, INC.
650 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, Pa. 19406

 

An Equal Opportunity Employer

OPERATIONAL 
AUDITORS

Major international corporation has sev



eral promotional opportunities available
 for operational auditors to participate

 
in

 a modern financial, planning, control  
and analysis program.

Candidates to be considered must have

 

5 years experience in this field and be
 willing to travel 75%. Relocation not

 mandatory. Send resume stating salary
 requirements to: Scott Eyrich

AMERICAN 
STANDARD INC.

40 West 40th Street

 

New York, New York 10018
 An Equal Opportunity Employer

AMERICAN
STANDARD
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